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Introduction

Purpose of this document

This document describes about the basic specifications and operation method of various functions of IM-BIS for Accel Platform
(Henceforth, IM-BIS ).

Target readers

The following users are considered as the target.

Person who creates BPM, workflow in IM-BIS.

The users are classified depending on the functions to be used in IM-BIS .
Refer the necessary documents according to the role of the user.

Structure of this document

Regarding IM-BIS for Accel Platform

The overview of IM-BIS can be understood.

Handson (Creation of BPM/workflow)

The basic procedure to create the BPM, workflow in IM-BIS can be checked.

Basic settings of IM-BIS

The basic function to create a flow in IM-BIS can be checked.

Handson (Settings and execution of subflow)

The basic procedure to execute a subflow in IM-BIS can be checked.

Advanced settings of IM-BIS

The procedure to create a complex flow or to set the external linkage in IM-BIS can be checked.

Handson (BAM, history settings)

Basic procedure to set BAM or history of the flow created in IM-BIS can be checked.

Description of functions of IM-BIS
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The specifications of each function of IM-BIS can be checked.

Appendix

The functions of IM-BIS and the functions/documents supported by other relevant IM-Workflow or IM-
FormaDesigner can be checked.

Regarding IM-BIS for Accel Platform

IM-BIS for Accel Platform(Business Integration Suite) is an Integrated Development Environment which works on intra-mart
Accel Platform.
Users involved in business can design and develop business processes using intuitive development tools without the need for
special application development skills.
The external linkage function and analysis function of business process are provided as a standard and can be used as a base
for business improvement while using the existing assets effectively.
Moreover, it is possible to promote stepwise business integration by maintaining the initial investment since IM-BIS can also be
used in cloud environment.

Configuration of IM-BIS for Accel Platform

Features of IM-BIS

It is a development environment wherein all screens, external linkages, BPM and workflows are integrated.

BAM for business analysis is a standard equipment and it is possible to improve the bottlenecks in business process.

Flexible flow development is possible using the sub flow function which combines BPM and workflow.

Web service of external system can be easily linked using mapping tools.

Development can be separated since the screen and process can be linked by mapping tool.

It is possible to define task flow in the flow and develop the screen to be used in the task while referring the flow.

The contents set in the task (screen etc.) can be visualized by task icon and development status can be checked.

Complex process is separated from the screen and it can be linked usingthe mapping tool by performing SOA.

IM-BIS for Accel Platform
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BPM and workflow

While creating the flow in IM-BIS, selection from “BPM” and “workflow” is possible, but usage will be easier by dividing into the
following points:

In case of business process management with application / approval

Use “Workflow”.

In case of business process management without application / approval

Use “BPM”.

Handson (Creation of BPM/workflow)

The flow of creation of Workflow (BIS definition) which uses IM-BIS can be understood when the handson scenario introduced
below is executed.

Advance preparation

It is necessary to complete the following settings in advance to execute the handson scenario.

Sample data should be imported.
Role of BIS in-charge should be assigned to “Ueda Tatsuo”.
Role of BIS business administrator should be assigned to the person who executes the handson scenario.

Execute the handson scenario

In this scenario, successive operations are executed to create a workflow in IM-BIS.

Basic procedure to create a flow in IM-BIS

Flow can be created in IM-BIS by operating according to the screen transitions.
The basic steps for creation is described below.

Contents

Register BIS definition (Basic information of flow)
Set the Person to process and route to be used in the flow
Register the screen (form) to be used in the flow
Execute the system setting processes required to use workflow

Register BIS definition (Basic information of flow)

At first, enter the basic information like name and type of the flow.

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “IM-BIS Creation” -> “IM-BIS”.

2. Click “New” in “IM-BIS - Update history”.
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3. Enter as follows in the “IM-BIS - New” screen.

BIS creation type: Workflow (WF)
Route creation method: New route
BIS name: Workflow Handson 1
Description: Handson Scenario 1

4. Click “Registration” when inputs of “IM-BIS - New” screen are complete.
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5. Basic information of BIS definition could be registered by the above procedure.
When the registration is complete, it will automatically transit to “Route definition - Version - Create New”
screen.

Set the Person to process and route to be used in the flow

Define processing flow (process) of the flow as the route and set operator (Person to process) for each task.
In this scenario, create route of the application -> approval -> approval flow.

1. Start node, end node, application node (task) are arranged on the “Route definition - Version - Create New” screen.

2. Place the “approval”icon from the icons arranged at the top by dragging over the grid.
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3. Similarly, drag and place another “approval” icon over the grid.

4. If mouse is placed over the application icon,  is displayed at top-right.
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5. Drag  till the next approval node (task). (Since arrow is displayed while dragging, connect the nodes by the arrow.)

6. If the tip of the arrow is dropped over approval node (task), node can be connected to the node.
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7. Connect second and third approval node(task), third approval node (task) and end node by the same procedure.

Note

It is required to cancel the browser pop up blocker while searching person to process of route settings.

8. Click application icon on the grid. The settings column is displayed on the right.
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9. Click “  Search” of “Person to process”.

10. Click  at the left of User.
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11. Set “ueda tatsuo” in the User search screen and click “Select”.

12. “ueda tatsuo” is displayed in Person to process.
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13. Set “ueda tatsuo” in process target person of 2nd and 3rd approval node (task) in same procedure.

14. Click “Register” when the Person to process settings are complete.
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15. Route of flow could be created by the above procedure.
It will automatically transit to “IM-BIS- Edit flow” when the created route could be saved.

Register the screen (form) to be used in the flow

Create and register the screen (form) to be used at the time of application and approval.

1. Double click Apply/Start process node on the “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen.
(Or, click “Screen” -> “New” in the context menu that is displayed by right clicking the application task.)

2. Enter the name and description of the screen (form) in the “Form - Registration” screen and click “Registration”.
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3. “Form Designer” screen is displayed by popup.

4. Place the screen items from toolkit by drag & drop and create a screen to be displayed in application task as shown in the
following figure.
Edit the text of labels as shown in the figure
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Note

Refer “Designer help” for the usage method of Form Designer. (It is displayed when ‘?’ at
upper right side of Form Designer is clicked.)

5. Check the edit contents, click “Update” and save the setting contents of the screen.

6. Click “OK” of the confirmation message and close Form Designer.
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7. Click “Screen” -> “Share” in the context menu to use the application node (task) screen also in the approval screen.

8. Right click the second approval node (task) and click “Screen” -> “Paste”.
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9. The screen similar to application node (task) could be set in the second approval node (task).

10. Right click the third approval node (task) and click “Screen” -> “Paste”.
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11. The screen similar to application node (task) could be set in the third approval node (task).

Execute the system setting processes required to use workflow

1. Complete the creation of the flow by clicking “Reflect the definition”.
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2. The procedure to create workflow using BIS is complete.
The registered workflow can be applied from “Workflow” -> “Apply” of the menu after logging in by the user set in Person to
process.

　　　　　　Operation time: Approximately 10 minutes

Basic settings of IM-BIS

Register BIS definition of IM-BIS

Register BIS definition (Basic information of BPM, Workflow used in IM-BIS) in IM-BIS.
The procedure for BIS definition registration is described below.

Contents

Register basic information of flow

Register basic information of flow

Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “IM-BIS Creation” -> “IM-BIS”.

Click “New”, and “IM-BIS - New” screen is displayed.
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Select “BIS creation type” from “BPM” or “Workflow(WF)” according to the definition of the flow to be created.

Select “Route creation method” from “New route” or “Create copy of pre-defined route”.

“Defined route name” is displayed when “Create copy of pre-defined route” is selected.
Search the route which is the copy source from “Select” on the right.

Enter “BIS name”, “Description” and click “Registration”.

Basic information of BIS definition could be registered by the above procedure.

Transition takes place to the route setting screen when “New route” is selected in “Route
creation method”.

Set the Person to process and route to be used in the flow

Transition takes place to the “Edit flow” screen when “Create copy of pre-defined route” is
selected in “Route creation method”.

Register the screen (form) to be used in the flow

Create IM-BIS route

Contents

Set the process target user and route to be used in flow

Set the process target user and route to be used in flow

Define processing flow (process) of the flow as the route and set operator (person to process) for each task.

Start node, end node, application node (task) are placed on the “Route definition – Version – Create new”
screen.
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Place the “approval” icon from the icons arranged at the top by dragging over the grid.

If mouse is placed over the application icon,  is displayed at top-right.
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Drag  till the next approval node (task). (Since an arrow is displayed while dragging, connect the node by
the arrow.)

If the tip of arrow is dropped over approval node (task), node gets connected with the node.
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Connect the remaining nodes by the same procedure.

Settings column is displayed on the right by clicking the application icon on the grid.
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Click “  Search” of “Person to process”.

Click  on the left of Person to process to be searched.
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Set person to process from the search screen according to the type of the selected process target user.

The target set for person to process is displayed.
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Search and set person to process in Person to process of approval node (task) by the same procedure.

Click “Register” after the settings for person to process are complete.
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The route and person to process of BIS definition could be registered by the above procedure.

Create IM-BIS screen (form)

Set the screen (form) to be displayed for each node in the flow in IM-BIS.

It is possible to display a separate screen or use the same screen for each node.

Contents

Settings that can be performed by form designer
Basic procedure of screen (form) creation
Method to copy and create the screen (form) used in the created BIS definition
Setting method of screen items that retain same input value between different nodes of the same flow
Method to relate the data acquired by external linkage with form fields

Settings that can be performed by form designer

The following operations can be executed in the “Form Designer” screen of IM-BIS.

Creation of basic form
Recycle form (copy)
Item Copy
External linkage settings

Basic procedure of screen (form) creation

Right click the task (node) which sets the screen (form) in the flow edit screen of IM-BIS and click “Screen” -
> “New” (“Open” only when it is registered).

The “Form Designer” screen can also be displayed by double clicking the target task.
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In case of new, enter the name of form (screen) in “Form - Registration” and click “Registration”.

Note

Do not include special characters like “-” (double byte minus) in form name.
Error occurs during setting of external linkage when special characters are included in
form name.

“Form designer” is opened in a different screen.
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Open tool kit, and place an item by drag & drop.

Open the property screen and change the settings.
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Once the screen is created, click “Update” and save the edited contents.

In case of returning to flow edit screen, close the window displaying form designer by clicking “x”.
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Method to copy and create the screen (form) used in the created BIS definition

Refer the following link for the “Recycle form” and “Item Copy” functions.

Recycle form
Use Item Copy

Setting method of screen items that retain same input value between different nodes of the same flow

Refer the following link for “Share” and “Copy” functions.

Share the same screen on multiple nodes
Use the same screen on other nodes using ‘Copy’

Method to relate the data acquired by external linkage with form fields

It is necessary to perform the settings according to the following link to operate (handle) the data acquired by
external linkage in IM-BIS.

Set external linkage

Handson (Settings and execution of subflow)

The flow of execution and settings of the subflow in which BPM/Workflow of IM-BIS are combined, can be understood when
the handson scenario introduced below is executed.

Advance preparation

It is necessary to complete the following settings in advance to execute the handson scenario.

Sample data should be imported.
Role of BIS in-charge should be assigned to “Ueda Tatsuo”.
Role of BIS business administrator should be assigned to the person who executes the handson scenario.
Workflow should be created in handson scenario 1.

Execute handson scenario

In this scenario, settings and execution operation of the subflow of BPM which calls the workflow created in handson scenario
1 as a subflow, is executed.
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Use subflow function of IM-BIS

In IM-BIS, multiple flows can be linked and processed using subflow function.
The creation procedure of flow that uses subflow and execution procedure of the created flow is
described below.

Contents

Set subflow in flow
Execute subflow

Set subflow in flow

Create BPM flow in IM-BIS and set subflow

Initially enter basic information such as name and type of the flow to be created .

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “IM-BIS Creation” -> “IM-
BIS”.

2. Click “New” in “IM-BIS - Update history”.

3. Enter as follows in the “IM-BIS - New” screen.

BIS creation type: BPM
Route creation method: New route
BIS name: BPM Handson 2
Description: Handson scenario 2
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4. Click “Registration” when inputs of “IM-BIS - New” screen are complete.

5. Basic information of BIS definition could be registered by the above procedure.
When the registration is complete, it will automatically transit to “Route definition -
Version - Create new” screen.

Set the process target user and route to be used in the flow

Define processing flow (process) of the flow as the route and set operator (Person to process) for
each task.
In this scenario, create the route of the application -> approval -> approval flow and set subflow in
the second approval node (task).

1. Start node, end node and application node (task) are arranged on the “Route definition - Version -
Create new” screen.
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2. Place the “approval” icon from the icons arranged at the top by dragging over the grid.

3. Similarly, drag and place another “approval” icon over the grid.
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4. If mouse is placed over the application icon,  is displayed at top-right.

5. Drag  till the next approval node (task). (Since arrow is displayed while dragging, connect the
nodes by the arrow.)
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6. If the tip of the arrow is dropped over node (task), node can be connected to the node.

7. Connect second and third approval node(task), third approval node (task) and end node by the
same procedure.
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Note

It is required to cancel the browser pop up blocker while searching process
target user of route settings.

8. Click application icon on the grid. The settings column is displayed on the right.

9. Click “  Search” of “Person to process”.
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10. Click  at the left of User.

11. Set “ueda tatsuo” in the User search screen and click “Select”.
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12. “ueda tatsuo” is displayed in “Person to process”.

13. Set “ueda tatsuo” in “Person to process” of both approval nodes (task) by the same procedure.
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14. Click “Register” when the person to process settings are complete.

15. Basic information of BIS definition is created by the above procedure.
It will automatically transit to “IM-BIS- Edit flow” screen when the created route could be saved.

Register the screen (form) to be used in the flow

1. Double click process start node (task) at “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen.
(Or, right click application node (task) and click “Screen” -> “New” from the context menu that is
displayed.)
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2. Since “Form - Registration” screen is displayed, enter name and description of screen (form) in
the “Form - Registration” screen and click “Registration”.

3. “Form Designer” screen is displayed by popup.
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4. Place the screen items from toolkit by drag and drop and create the screen to be displayed at
process start node (task) as shown in the following figure.

Note

Refer “Designer help” for the usage method of Form Designer. (It is
displayed when ‘?’ at right upper side of Form Designer is clicked.)

5. Check the edit contents, click “Update” and save the setting contents of the screen.
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6. Click “OK” button of the confirmation message and close by “x” at the right upper side.

7. Click “Screen” -> “Share” from context menu to use application node (task) screen also in the
approval screen.
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8. Right click the second approval node (task) and click “Screen” -> “Paste”.

9. The screen similar to application node (task) could be set in second approval node (task).
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Set subflow

1. Right click the first approval node (task) and click “Subflow” -> “Settings” in context menu.

2. Select the flow created in Handson 1 on the “IM-BIS - Sub flow setting” screen.
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3. “IM-BIS - Sub flow settings” screen is closed automatically.

In “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen, icon of node (task) in which subflow is set is changed to .

4. Subflow settings are performed by the above procedure.

Execute the system setting processes required to use BPM

1. Complete the creation of the flow by clicking “Reflect the definition”.
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2. The procedure to create BPM using BIS is complete.
The set subflow can be checked by “Execute subflow” of the following procedure.

Execute subflow

Execute the process of main flow and proceed till the node (task) where subflow is set

Initially start the process of BPM flow and continue the process till the node where subflow is set.

1. Login as “ueda tatsuo” and click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “BPM” -> “Start process”.

2. Click “Apply” of the main flow to be executed.

3. Enter each item of the form and click “Process”.
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4. The flow at this point can be referred if the flow icon of processed list is clicked.

Start subflow from the process (main flow) during execution

To execute the flow set in subflow from the process during execution, the user should
start the subflow in the task in which subflow of main flow is set.
If the subflow start operation is performed, it is notified to the person to process of the
initial task of subflow, hence, subflow process is continued from the “Unprocessed” task
list of target user.

1. Login as process target user of the node (task) for which subflow is set in the main
flow and click “Process” for the jobs processed in this scenario from the
unprocessed jobs of BPM.

2. Check the contents of “Start sub flow” information in “Start sub flow” screen and click
“Start sub flow”.
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3. The flow after subflow start is as follows.

Main flow

Subflow
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4. Move to the list of unprocessed jobs of workflow to start the workflow that is set in
subflow.
(Click (“Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Workflow” -> “Unprocessed”.)

5. Enter each item of form and click “Apply”.
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6. Execute “Apply/Start process” on the Apply/Start process screen.

Warning

In case irregular process (Denial/Sending back/Restore etc.) is performed at main
flow after apply/process start of subflow, process management of subflow cannot be
performed at system side.
Consider that the subflow process is not in incomplete state.

End (approve) the subflow process normally and return to the process (main flow) during execution

End the workflow of subflow and return to main flow process.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Workflow” -> “Unprocessed”

2. From “Unprocessed (Workflow)” screen, check the job that has been processed
earlier and click “Process”.
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3. Check the contents of approval screen and click “Approve”.

4. Execute “Approve/Process” on the process screen.

5. Similarly repeat the procedure from 1 to 4 on the next approval node and complete
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the workflow of subflow.

6. The flow when subflow is complete is as follows.

Main flow

Sub flow

Note

In case subflow does not end normally (Return/Rejection etc.), it is
required to perform exception handling in main flow.
Refer “IM-BIS for Accel Platform User Guide” for details.

Complete the process during execution (Main flow) under execution

Since subflow has ended, the node (Task) next to the node in which subflow of main flow is set, can
be executed.
Execute the last process of main flow and end the process of the main flow subflow.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “BPM” -> “Unprocessed”

2. Click “Process” of the process under execution as the main flow of
“Unprocessed(BPM)”.
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3. Check the contents and click “Process”.

4. Both main flow and sub flow has ended normally. The flow after completion is as
follows.
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5. The method to set subflow in flow and the method to execute subflow could be
checked.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　Operation time　　Creation of flow: Approximately 10 minutes

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Execution of flow: Approximately 10 minutes

Advanced settings of IM-BIS

Share the same screen on multiple nodes

Describes the function related to ‘Edit flow’ screen of IM-BIS.
It is possible to share the same screen (Form) between different nodes withinthe same flow.

“Share” function and the procedure to set the screen for each task of the flow is described below.

Contents

“Share” of screen settings
Difference between Share and Copy
Copy screen settings to node

“Share” of screen settings

It is a screen setting function to share the same screen in multiple tasks during ‘Edit flow’ of BIS.
Only the screen is shared.

Difference between Share and Copy

The screen (form) set at a specific node and the same screen (form) at a different node can also be set for
“Share” and “Copy”. It has the following features.

Item Share Copy

Setting Method Right click the copy source node
-> “Share”
Right click the copy destination node
-> “Paste”

Right click the copy source node
-> “Copy”
Right click the copy destination node
-> “Paste”

Definition of reference
screen (Form)

Same definition Copied definition

Changes after copy Reflected in both copy source and copy
destination

Only the screen of the node wherein changes
are made, is reflected

Field Identification ID Same for both copy source and copy destination Same for both copy source and copy destination
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Copy screen settings to node

The procedure to share the screen set in a task with another task is as follows.

1. “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen is displayed.

2. Right click the copy source node on “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen.

3. Click “Screen” -> “Share”.
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4. Right click the copy destination node on “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen”.

5. When “Screen” -> “Paste” is clicked, it is set in the copy destination node.
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6. Copy destination node changes to “Screen settings completed”.

Note

Of the nodes in which the same screen is used for different nodes, use the “Copy”
function when screen (Form) changes are to be reflected only for the changed
nodes.

Use the same screen on other nodes using ‘Copy’

The created screen (Form) can be set in different nodes of the same flow by performing “Copy” in BPM/Workflow
created in IM-BIS.
Since the screen set by copying is the definition different from copy source, the changes made after copying are
reflected only in the screen of the changed node.

Note

Of the nodes using the same screen between different nodes, use the “Share”
function to simultaneously reflect the changes even after copying.
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When “Copy” function is used, the changes made in the screen (Form) are reflected
only in the node wherein changes are made.

“Copy” function and its procedure is described as a method to set the screen to other tasks from the task of flow.

Contents

“Copy” of screen settings
Difference between Share and Copy
Copy screen settings to node

“Copy” of screen settings

It is a screen setting function to copy the screen set to a specific task to another task while editing the flow in IM-
BIS.
Since copy source and copy destination are not shared, it can be used when multiple similar screens are to be
created.

Difference between Share and Copy

The screen (form) set at a specific node and the same screen (form) at a different node can also be set for
“Share” and “Copy”. It has the following features.

Item Share Copy

Setting Method Right click the copy source node
-> “Share”
Right click the copy destination node
-> “Paste”

Right click the copy source node
-> “Copy”
Right click the copy destination node
-> “Paste”

Definition of reference
screen (Form)

Same definition Copied definition

Changes after copy Reflected in both copy source and copy
destination

Only the screen of the node wherein changes
are made, is reflected

Field Identification ID Same for both copy source and copy destination Same for both copy source and copy destination

Copy screen settings to node

The procedure to copy a screen set to a task, to another task is as follows.

1. “IM-BIS - Edit flow” is displayed.
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2. In “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen, right click the node of copy source of the screen.

3. Click “Screen” -> “Copy”.

4. In “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen, right click the node of copy destination of the screen.
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5. It is set in the copy destination node when “Screen” -> “Paste” is clicked.

6. The node of copy destination changes to “Screen is configured”.
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Recycle form

It is possible to create a form by copying it to the form of the created IM-FormaDesigner application or to the new
BIS definition form created from BIS definition.

“Recycle form” function and its procedure is described as a method to create anew BIS definition form from the
created BIS definition form by copying it.

Contents

“Recycle form”
Use ‘Recycle form’ from a different IM-BIS flow
Use ‘Recycle form’ from IM-FormaDesigner application
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“Recycle form”

It is a function that enables to copy the IM-FormaDesigner application and form of IM-BIS flow while creating the
form of a different flow.
It is possible to create a new form based on the different flow and application form.

Note

“Recycle form” is a function of IM-FormaDesigner, however, some items are displayed differently
while calling from form designer of IM-BIS.

Use ‘Recycle form’ from a different IM-BIS flow

The procedure to copy in ‘Recycle form’ from a different IM-BIS flow is as follows.

1. Open the “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen of BIS definition to create a new form.

2. Double click the target node (task) and ‘form designer’ is displayed.
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3. Click “Recycle form”.

4. Enter the flow name which is to be copied, in application name in “Search form” and click “Search”.
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5. Click the selected target form and place it in the form.

6. The form will be copied.

Note

When “Recycle form” is used, copy after destroying the form being edited before
executing ‘reuse’.
Change the contents of the copy source after executing ‘reuse’ or copy it in item unit
of “Item Copy”.

Use ‘Recycle form’ from IM-FormaDesigner application

The procedure to copy in ‘Recycle form’ from a different IM-FormaDesigner application is as follows.

1. Open the “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen of BIS definition to create a new form.
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2. Double click the target node (task) and form designer is displayed.

3. Click “Recycle form”.
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4. Enter the IM-FormaDesigner application name which is to be copied in application name in “Search form” and
click “Search”.

5. Click the selected target form and place it in the form.

6. The form will be copied.
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Use template

Form created in IM-BIS by template function, can be used as template (screen items).

Contents

Definition of template function
Register template
Delete template
Set global template settings for template
Cancel global template settings of template
Register template category
Delete template category
Use the registered template

Definition of template function

Function that can register/use the form (screen) created in IM-BIS or IM-FormaDesigner as “Template”.
Differs with “Recycle form”, and multiple form templates can be arranged in one form.

Note

Form of IM-FormaDesigner application can be changed to template only in the
environment in which IM-BIS is introduced.

Register template

Register the form of application created in IM-FormaDesigner in template

Register the created form as template in the following procedure.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “Template category definition” -> “Template setting”.

2. Display “Template settings”.

3. Open the application folder having the form to be registered in template from the application form on the left.
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4. Open the folder of the version of form to be registered in template.

5. Select the registration target form of template
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6. Drag and drop the selected form under the target category of “Template category” on the right.

Note

 icon is displayed on the left of form name in case of location that can be
arranged.

7. Click “OK” for the confirmation message asking whether to set in global template.

8. Thus, the form can be registered as template.
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Note

“Global template” is the template that can be used by all users who can create flow in
IM-BIS.
When registered as normal “Template”, it can be used only by the users having the
rights to edit the flow and application in the form.

Note

Since the name displayed as template is set as original form name + application
history number, change the form name when changing the name.

Register the form of application created in IM-BIS in template

Register the created form as template in the following procedure.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “Template category definition” -> “Template setting”.

2. Display “Template settings”.
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3. Open the folder of flow having the form to be registered in template from the application form on the left.

4. Open the folder of version of form to be registered in template.

5. Select the registration target form of template.
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6. Arrange the selected form under the target category of “Template category” on the right by drag and drop.

Note

 icon is displayed on the left of form name in case of location that can be
arranged.

7. Click “OK” for the confirmation message of whether to set in global template.

8. Thus, the form can be registered as template.
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Delete template

The template settings of form are canceled by the following procedure.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “Template category definition” -> “Template setting”.

2. Select the template to be canceled in “Template category” on the right.

3. Click .
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4. Click “OK” for deleting the template.

5. Thus, template could be deleted.

Set global template settings for template

Set the global template settings of template in the following procedure.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “Template category definition” -> “Template setting”.

2. Right click on the template whose settings are to be changed in “Template category”.
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3. Click “Global settings”.

4. Thus global template settings of template can be set.
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Cancel global template settings of template

Cancel the global template settings of template in the following procedure.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “Template category definition” -> “Template setting”.

2. Right click on the template whose settings are to be changed in “Template category”.

3. Click “Clear global setting”.
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4. Thus the global template settings of template can be canceled.

Register template category

Manage the template by using template category in the following procedure.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “Template category definition” -> “Template setting”.

2. Click  in “Template category”.
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3. Enter the category name and click “New”.

4. Thus the template category can be registered.

Note

The name of registered template category can be changed by double clicking on
category name in “Template category”.

Delete template category

Delete the template category in the following procedure.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “Template category definition” -> “Template setting”.

2. Select the category to be deleted in “Template category” and click .
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3. Click “OK” for deleting the category and template included in the category.

4. Thus, template category can be deleted.

Use the registered template

Use the template in the following procedure.

1. Display form designer from flow edit of IM-BIS.
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2. Click “Template”.

3. Click the “Template category” of the template to be arranged in the form.
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4. Drag the template and arrange on the form.

Note

Target template preview screen is displayed on clicking the icon on the left of the
template.

Note

Since new “Field ID” and “Table ID” is set when the check for “Reassign items ID”
is ON, the value differs with the original template.

5. Thus, template can be arranged in form.
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Use Item Copy

It is possible to copy the items arranged in a created form into a newly created form in item unit, in one BIS
definition.
It is possible to easily link the input values between different nodes when “Item Copy” is used.

“Item Copy” function and its procedure are described as a linkage of input value between different forms of one
BIS definition.

Contents

“Item Copy”
Execute ‘Item Copy’
Narrow down the items to be displayed in ‘Item Copy’
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“Item Copy”

This is a function to copy the items (including property settings) set in other form to a new form.
The items can be copied from the form created in BIS definition being edited.

Execute ‘Item Copy’

The procedure to copy an item from the created form of the same BIS definition is as follows.

1 or more forms should be registered in the target BIS definition as a prerequisite.
(In the flow as shown in the following figure, the procedure to create 3rd node (Task) from Item Copy is
described as an example.)

1. Open the ‘Edit flow’ screen of BIS definition to create a new form.

2. Double click target node (task) and form designer is displayed.
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3. Click “Item Copy”.

4. Since the list of items set in other form is displayed, click the target item type.
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5. Drag the target item name and place it on the form.

6. Item will be copied.

Narrow down the items to be displayed in ‘Item Copy’

When many items are placed in the copy source form, it is possible to narrow down the display using search of
‘Item Copy’.

1. Displays form designer.
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2. Click “Item Copy”.

3. Copy source form can be selecetd by clicking the top select box of ‘Item Copy’.
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4. Item group of copy source can be selected by clicking the middle select box of ‘Item Copy’.

Note

Item group is same as the item group unit of toolkit.

5. The type of copy source item can be selected by clicking the lower select box of ‘Item Copy’.
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Set a Subflow

The setting function of subflow and the procedure are described below.

Contents

Subflow
Set a subflow in IM-BIS

Subflow

It is a function wherein a flow can be called from another flow and can be executed as a set of processes by
linking a different flow created in IM-BIS .
Common process can be defined as subflow and can be called from multiple flows.
BPM and work flow can be linked and there are no restrictions on the linkage combinations or depth of
hierarchical.
(It can also be set as BPM -> Workflow -> Workflow -> BPM -> BPM.)

Warning

Points to be noted while setting Subflow

While setting a subflow, set it in such a way that a loop wherein the same flow is
called for multiple times, is not generated.
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Set a subflow in IM-BIS

Perform the settings by the following procedure to use the subflow in IM-BIS .

Note

The flow to be set in subflow should be created in advance.

Note

Subflow is considered only for the flow which is created in IM-BIS .
In case of using a flow created in IM-Workflow or IM-FormaDesigner, refer “IM-BIS for Accel
Platform System Administrator Guide” and create it again as a flow of IM-BIS .

1. On the “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen, right click the task for which subflow is to be set and click “Sub flow” ->
“Settings”.
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2. Search the flow to be used in “IM-BIS - Sub flow setting”.

3. If the settings are performed correctly, the icon is displayed in .

Note

When changes are to be done in the Form (Screen) by cancelling the set subflow, perform the
changes after the completion of all processes/approval of the corresponding BPM/workflow.
If the data for which the process/approval is not complete, remains, it is not operated correctly
while executing the process/approval after making the changes.

Check Preview screen of Subflow while editing flow of IM-BIS

The route image of the subflow can be checked on the Preview screen while editing the flow of IM-BIS .

Refer the preview of route image of subflow while setting a new subflow in task

1. On the “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen, right click the task for which a subflow is to be set and click “Subflow” ->
“Settings”.
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2. Click “Details” in ” IM-BIS - Sub flow Setting”.

3. Since subflow screen is displayed by pop-up, the settings can be performed while checking the route of the
subflow.
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Display the preview of the task for which subflow is set

1. On “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen, double click the task for which subflow is set.

2. Since the subflow screen is displayed by pop-up, the route of subflow can be checked.

Set external linkage

For using “External linkage” in IM-BIS , it is necessary to set “Data mapper” using registered datasource
definition.

Contents

Definition of external linkage
Usage conditions of external linkage setting
Method to correlate the data acquired by external linkage to the form items
Methods of mapping with form items or parameter fields of datasource definition by data mapper

Definition of external linkage
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Function enabling exchange of values between screen items and datasource definition by using data mapper.
By using external linkage, data obtained from datasource definition can be displayed on screen and value entered
on screen can be transferred to datasource definition (Web service, etc).

Usage conditions of external linkage setting

It can be used within the scope of the following conditions in IM-BIS.

Screen items to be mapped (Screen items)

Input type screen item (excluding file upload)
Common master type item
Hidden field, numbering

Available operators

Target data type Available operators

Numerical value addition: ＋

subtraction: －

multiplication: ×

division: ÷

Warning

The target items to be used while using the operators should be of the same data type.
Operators in items of different data types cannot be used, however, they can be used if type is
changed by using function builder.

Warning

Error occurs when the following symbols are entered in item name, form (screen) which performs
data mapping.

＋, －, ×, ÷, || in double byte
[ , ], <, > in single byte

Method to correlate the data acquired by external linkage to the form items

For linking the data obtained by external linkage with form items, target datasource definition should be
registered by system administrator.
The settings for linking registered datasource definition and form items, are set by any of the following
procedures as per the linkage timings.

Setting for linkage at a timing before executing the task (node) (Pre-processing) and after executing the task (Post-processing)

When executing external linkage before/after executing BPM/workflow nodes, set the linkage between data
obtained in external linkage and form items as shown below.

Display “Edit flow” screen of IM-BIS .
Set form (screen) when form (screen) is not set in target task (node).
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Right click on the node for which external linkage is to be set and click “External linkage list”.

If external linkage is to be performed just before executing selected node, select “Pre-processing”, and if
external linkage is to be performed immediately after executing selected node, select “Post-processing”.
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In event selection, select “Pre-processing” if it is before task (node) execution and “Post-processing” if it is
after the execution.

Click .

Select the datasource to be used from the list.
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On clicking the items from the tree on the left side, they are added to the mapping target frame.

On clicking the items from the tree on the right side, they are added to the mapping target frame.

Click “Add”.
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Mapping information is created.

Click “Response” of “Data mapper”.

Response should be set same as in the procedure for request.
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Click “Save” and close the screen by “x” button.

Enter the description as needed since it is added to external linkage list and click Save.

Settings are complete if icons of set node are changed after returning to Edit flow screen.
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Settings for linkage at the time of operation (event) of specific items of form (screen) (Input/Select screen items)

To execute external linkage in the timing of operation (event) of specific item on form (screen), set the linkage
between data obtained in external linkage and form items in the following procedure.

“IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen is displayed.

Open the Edit form screen of node for which external linkage is to be set.
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Click “SOA linkage” on toolbar after creating form.

Click “Item event”.
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Click “Add”.

Select the item to be set in start trigger of external linkage.
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Select the event type to be set in start trigger of external linkage.
The item type that can be selected differs according to the set item.

Event
type Description
Click Executes external linkage when item is clicked. Same for “Start day Click” and

“End day Click” in Term items.
Input Executes external linkage when item value is changed and focus is removed.

Also same for “Start day Change input value” and “End day Change input value”
in Term items.

Focus in Executes external linkage when focus is matched with the item by click
operations or keyboard operations. Same for “Start date Focus” and “End date
Focus” in Term item.

Focus out Executes external linkage when focus is moved from items by click operations or
keyboard operations. Same for “Start date Focus out” and “End date Focus out”
in Term item.

Click icon Executes external linkage when  in list selection column of Select from list
item, and Detail table or grid table is clicked. In external linkage that can be set by
icon click, acquisition data is not reflected directly in form but through list
selection dialog.

Click Set ( ).

Click “Add”.
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Click .

Select the datasource to be used from list.

If item is clicked from the tree on the left side, it is added to mapping target frame.
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If item is clicked from the tree on the right side, it is added to mapping target frame.

Click “Add”.

Data mapping information is registered.
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Click “Response” of “Data mapper”.

Set response in the similar procedure as of request.

Click “Save”, and close the screen by “x” button.
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Enter description as required and click OK after the items are added to external linkage setting.

Return to “Event setting” and click “OK”.

Return to Edit form screen and click “Update”.
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Note

Edit flow screen icon is not reflected immediately when external linkage is set from Edit form
screen.
External linkage status is displayed in icon when Edit flow screen is displayed again.

Settings (Detail table/grid table) for linking in the timing of operations (event) of specific items of form (screen)

In order to link the data obtained in external linkage and form items in the timing of operations (event) of
specified items (column) of Detail table/grid table of form (screen), follow the below given procedure.

Display “Edit flow” screen of IM-BIS .

Set screen in form designer by double clicking on target task (node) or clicking right click -> Screen -> New
(“Open” in case of registered).
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Click “SOA linkage” on toolbar after arranging the items (Detail table) performing linkage.

Click “Table event”.
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Click “Add”.

Select target table and column.
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Select event type. (There are event types that cannot be used as per the target screen item types.)

Event
type Description
Click Executes external linkage when item is clicked. Same for “Start day Click” and

“End day Click” in Term items.
Input Executes external linkage when item value is changed and focus is removed.

Also same for “Start day Change input value” and “End day Change input value”
in Term items.

Focus in Executes external linkage when focus is matched with the item by click
operations or keyboard operations. Same for “Start date Focus” and “End date
Focus” in Term item.

Focus out Executes external linkage when focus is moved from items by click operations or
keyboard operations. Same for “Start date Focus out” and “End date Focus out”
in Term item.

Icon click Executes external linkage when  in list selection column of Select from list
item, and Detail table or grid table is clicked. In external linkage that can be set by
icon click, acquisition data is not reflected directly in form but through list
selection dialog.

Click Settings ( ).

Click “Add” in “External linkage setting”.
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Click  for searching datasource definition on the right side in “Request” of “Data mapper”.

Select by clicking the items to be used from registered datasource definition.

On clicking the items on form (screen) on the left side, they move to mapping target frame.
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On clicking the datasource definition items on the right side, they move to mapping target frame.

Click “Add”.

Data mapping information is registered.
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Click “Response” of “Data mapper”.

Set in the procedure same as request even in case of response.

Click “Save” and close the screen by “x” button.
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Enter the description as required since it is added in external linkage setting and click OK.

Return to “Event setting” and click “OK”.

Return to Edit form screen and click “Update”.
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Note

After setting external linkage in form/designer, the external linkage mark is not displayed
immediately on the flow icon.
The icon is displayed either by clicking the reload button of ‘Edit flow’ screen or by the generation
of reload in other operations.

Methods of mapping with form items or parameter fields of datasource definition by data mapper

Using data mapper, not only the form items or parameter fields of datasource definition can be mapped, but
also multiple form items or parameter fields of datasource definitions can be combined and any value (fixed
character string) can be mapped.

Settings for mapping with specific character string (fixed value) using data mapper

Display “External linkage list” from Edit flow of IM-BIS or form designer.
(Example of external linkage list display from Edit flow is shown in the image.)

Click “Add”.
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Click .

Select the database to be used from the list.

Enter the fixed value to be mapped using formula editor.
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On clicking the datasource definition items on right side, they move to mapping target frame.

Click “Add”.

Data mapping information is registered.
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Mapping of fixed values and items is set.
Refer to the corresponding procedure for Save or Mapping of other items.

Use Button authority setting (Only BPM)

“Button authority setting” can be performed in task processing only when BIS creation type is “BPM”.

Contents

Button authority setting
Difference between the operation when Button authority setting are enabled and disabled
Configure Button authority setting

Button authority setting

It is a feature to enable a function wherein return or interruption can be determined other than the progress of the
process, while processing tasks.
Button authorization setting controls the operation of “Button (BPM registration)” placed on the screen.

In BPM flow, set the “Button authority setting” to “Enabled” while performing advanced settings
of the job in which processing screen is used.

Difference between the operation when Button authority setting are enabled and disabled

Button authority setting: Enabled

When “Process” is clicked, the process continues immediately after the registration of business data.
When “Option process” is clicked, the processing screen which determines the progress of the process is
displayed and processing can be done by selecting any processing type.

Button authority setting: Disabled

When “Process” is clicked, the process continues immediately after the registration of business data.

Configure Button authority setting

Configure the Button authority setting by the following procedure.

1. “IM-BIS - Edit flow” for which the BIS creation type is “BPM” is displayed.
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2. In “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen, right click the target task for which the Button authority setting are to be
enabled/disabled.

3. When “Button authority setting” is clicked, the Button authority setting change from disabled to enabled.
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After clicking “Button authority setting”, right click once again and check whether it is displayed as
“Enabled” as shown below.

4. Displays form edit screen when “Screen” -> “Create New” or, “Screen” -> “Open” is clicked in the target task.
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5. In case “Button (BPM Registration)” is not placed on the screen, button authorization setting function can be
used if it is placed at an arbitrary location and “Update” is clicked.

Execute “Reflect the definition” when returned to the ‘IM-BIS - Edit flow’ screen.

Set branch condition in rule definition

The function to set branch condition in branch node placed in route definition is described with the procedure.

Contents

Branch condition
Create branch condition of IM-BIS

Branch condition
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It is a function to set the conditions to determine the next task in the process execution status dynamically.
There are two methods to set branch conditions i.e. BIS in-charge can arbitrarily set branch destination at the
time of completing a particular task, and/or branch destination can be automatically set based on previously
defined rules.

Create branch condition of IM-BIS

Create branch condition of BPM/Work flow by the following procedure.

1. On “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen, right-click the node “Start branch” to set the branch condition and click “Set
condition”.

2. Click “Setting” against the condition for the flow of processing to the branch destination.

3. In case of performing branching when all the set conditions match, set as “True if all the conditions are
satisfied”, and when any of the conditions match, set as “True if any condition are satisfied”.
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4. Set “Key”, “Compare”, “Conditional value” in “Flow - Registration rule definition”.
Click “Registration” once the conditions to execute the branch destination are set.
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5. Set the conditions in the same way for other branch destinations set in the branch start node.

6. Branch conditions are set when you click “Registration” at the end.
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Note

Branch conditions of IM-BIS flow cannot perform settings of “Start branching in
user program”.
In IM-BIS flow, it is not possible to set branching end conditions for the branch
end node.

Link screen item arranged in the form created in IM-BIS and the datasource definition

In screen item “Select from list” and “Select box”, datasource of external linkage other than DB query can be
referred by setting using data mapper.

Basic setting methods of “Select from list” and methods for referring datasource definition in item like “Select box”
are described here as per the procedure.

Contents

Set datasource definition in “Select from list”
Set datasource definition in screen items like “Select box”
Set functions in request parameter of screen items

Set datasource definition in “Select from list”

List screen of Select from list and setting procedure of external linkage is as follows.

Map list screen and reflection destination of selected value

1. Arrange multiple items including Select from list from toolkit in form designer.

2. Click “External linkage” in screen item properties.
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3. Click  to add column.

4. Set column name, column ID, and type for the added column.
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5. Click “Obtained value setting”.

6. Click  of mapping information.

7. Click the items to be reflected from list items on Select from list screen on the left.
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8. Click Select from list items from item list in the form on the right.

9. Click “Add” to map.

10. Click “Save” to save the mapping information.
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11. Once saved, close the data mapper using “x” on upper right side.

Map datasource definition and list screen

1. Click “SOA linkage” in form designer.
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2. Click “Item event”.

3. Click “Add”.

4. Select “ItemSelect” in item and “Icon click” in event type.
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5. Click “Set”.

6. Click “Add”.

7. Click  on right side of data mapper.
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8. Click datasource definition of external linkage used in search of Select from list.

9. If value is to be transferred to datasource definition, map screen items or fixed values.

10. Click “Response”.
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11. Click return value from datasource definition.

12. Click Select from list items to be mapped with return value.

13. Click “Add”.
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14. Set mapping of each item of Select from list with the same procedure.

15. Click “Save” to save mapping information.

16. Once saved, close the data mapper using “x” on the upper right side.
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17. Click “OK” to save external linkage setting.

18. Click “OK” to save event setting.

19. Thus settings of items set for Select from list are completed on saving the form after clicking “Update”.
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Warning

As a rule, implement Select from list acquisition settings at the end of form creation.
If not implemented after deciding the field identification ID and data type, the consistency in
execution process cannot be maintained and operations cannot be guaranteed.
In that case, it can be resolved by setting the acquisition value again.

Set datasource definition in screen items like “Select box”

The procedure for setting external linkage to screen item “Select box” and “List box” is as follows.

1. Arrange Select box from toolkit in form designer.

2. Click “SOA linkage” in form designer.
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3. Click “Add” in initial display event.

4. Click  on the right side of data mapper.

5. Click datasource definition of external linkage used in the value displayed in select box.
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6. Click “Response”.

7. Click datasource definition items to be set in display value of select box.

8. Click “key_<field identification ID of select box>” on select box tree on the right side.
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9. Click “Add”.

10. Click datasource definition item to be set as send value of select box.

11. Click “value_<field identification ID of select box>” of select box tree on the right side.
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12. Click “Add”.

13. Click “Save” to save mapping information.

14. Once saved, close data mapper using “x” on the upper right side.
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15. Click “OK” to save the event setting.

16. Datasource definition of external linkage and settings of linked select box are completed on saving the form
after clicking “Update”.
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Set functions in request parameter of screen items

Procedure for setting functions for external linkage parameter or request parameter is as follows.

Note

External linkage should be set by the following 2 steps when functions are to be set to external
linkage parameter.

1. Mapping of function acquisition value and screen items for storing acquisition
value.

2. Mapping of screen items set in procedure 1. and parameters of external linkage
for using functions.

Transfer the value obtained by function to the screen item value

1. Arrange the Hidden field from toolkit in form designer.

2. Click “SOA linkage” in form designer.

3. Click “Add” in Initial display event.
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4. Click  on right side of data mapper.

5. Click the datasource matching with the functions to be used.

6. Click “Response”.
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7. Click the item corresponding to the function to be used.

8. Click Hidden field from item list in the form on the right side.

9. Click “Add”.
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10. Click “Save” to save mapping information.

11. Once saved, close data mapper using “x” on the upper right side.

12. Click “OK” to save the event setting.
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Transfer the value of screen item mapped with the function to the screen item for which external linkage is set

1. Arrange the screen item for which value is to be set from external linkage from toolkit in form designer.

2. Click “SOA linkage” in form designer.
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3. Click “Add” in Initial display event.

4. Click  on the right side of data mapper.

5. Click datasource definition of external linkage to be used in display value/send value in target item.
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6. Click the item for which function value is saved.

7. Click the parameter (request parameter) of datasource definition.

8. Click “Add”.
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9. Click “Response”.

10. Click the datasource definition item to be set as display value of target item.

11. Click “key_<Target item field identification ID> of tree of target item on the right side.
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12. Click “Add”.

13. Click datasource definition items to be set as send value of target item.

14. Click value_<Target item field identification ID> of tree of target item on the right side.
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15. Click “Add”.

16. Click “Save” to save mapping information.

17. Once saved, close data mapper using “x” on the upper right side.
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18. In case of error in external linkage of initially set function, the subsequent external linkage process cannot be
performed correctly. Hence, change the status of linkage process for setting value in item from “Error during
processing” to “Stop all”.

19. Save the event setting by clicking “OK”.
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20. Thus the settings of items linked with datasource definition of external linkage are completed after saving the
form by clicking “Update”.

Use function builder

When using function in parameter or field on data mapper, it can be set easily by using “Function builder”.

Contents

Set function to items to be mapped by data mapper

Set function to items to be mapped by data mapper

1. Display “External linkage setting” from flow edit or form designer.
(It is described by using external linkage setting from form designer.)
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2. Click “Add”.

3. Set datasource.

4. Click the items using function from the items on the left.
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5. Click “Fx”.

6. Click the function to be used.

7. Click the items selected in data mapper from parameter settings.
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8. Click “OK” after confirming that the items selected in function arguments are displayed.

9. Click “OK” with confirmation message.

10. Function set in the formula of data mapper can be set.

Control the version information of BIS definition

“IM-BIS - version list” can be used as a list screen to control the version information of BIS definition.
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Contents

Control version information from “IM-BIS - Version list”

Control version information from “IM-BIS - Version list”

Perform the following procedure to control the version of BIS definition in IM-BIS - Version list.

1. Click “Site Map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “IM-BIS Creation” -> “IM-BIS.

2. From the “IM-BIS - Update history” screen, click ‘Edit’ ( ) for new registration or registered definition and
transit to the “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen.

3. Click “Version list” at the top right corner of the screen.

4. Register/Update/Delete can be performed for the BIS definition version information from this screen when
“Version list” is displayed.

Set the BAM

It is possible to acquire information related to the handling of processes such as processing time etc. and use
notification for the monitoring items based on threshold value when BAM settings are performed.
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Contents

BAM
Information which can be acquired and compiled in BAM
Set acquisition of processing time, wait time of the processes in BAM
Set aggregate, threshold value of numeric items and alert in BAM
Reset the aggregate value of BAM numeric items

BAM

The following processes can be performed by setting BAM in IM-BIS flow.

Acquiring and compiling the information related to the handling of processes (processing time,
wait time, specific item values)
Comparison of threshold value and aggregate value for specific items, alarm notification
according to conditions

Information which can be acquired and compiled in BAM

The following information can be acquired and compiled in BAM.

Task (Node) unit of process, cumulative processing time of process, wait time
Numerical values to be entered on the screen (item value of numeric type data)

Note

Alert notification can be sent to IMBox by comparing aggregate numeric value to be
entered on the screen and the threshold value set in BAM.

Set acquisition of processing time, wait time of the processes in BAM

In BAM settings, set whether to aggregate the processing time of the flow or not, by the following procedure.

1. Click “BAM setting mode” on the “IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen of IM-BIS.

2. Click the node to which BAM is to be set.
When BAM settings are enabled, the target node is displayed in light blue frame or thick gray
frame (When history settings have already been set).
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Note

BAM settings can also be set by right clicking the setting target node and
selecting “BAM Setting”.

Set aggregate, threshold value of numeric items and alert in BAM

In BAM settings, it is possible to aggregate not only the processing time but also the screen specific items and
notification can be sent when the set threshold value is exceeded, by performing the advanced settings.
The advanced settings for BAM settings can be performed by the following procedure.

1. Right click the task to which BAM is to be set.

2. Select “BAM detail setting”.
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3. Click “Add” in “BAM detail setting”.

4. Set the checkbox of the item to be added from “BAM field selection” screen to ON and enter
“Definition name” as the name of monitoring condition.

5. Click “OK” once the monitoring items of BAM aggregate values are added.
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6. The set definitions are reflected in the “BAM detail setting” screen list.

7. Click .

8. Set the notification method and judgement condition on “BAM notification condition setting”
screen.
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Notification method

Select the procedure for notification.
Currently notification can be sent to IMBox.

Judgement condition

Set the conditions for notification in BAM settings by the combination of
aggregate value, comparison condition and threshold value.
If this matches the set conditions, notification is done as per the
method set in the notification method.

9. Set the target scope of aggregation of items set in “BAM detail setting” in “Total value”.
Click “Add”, search and set the organization/user to be aggregated.

Note

When “Organization” is specified in aggregation scope, only the
organization which is directly specified is considered as aggregation
target and the organizations belonging to that organization are not
considered.
When the belonging organizations are also included in target, all the
organizations should be specified.

10. Click “Select” once the notification condition settings are done.
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11. Check whether the details set in “BAM detail setting” screen are reflected and click “Save”.

Note

The following conditions should be met when form (screen) items are
to be set in BAM advanced settings.

Screen items which can be set in BAM should be
either “Number”, “Function”, “Select from list” or
“Hidden field” screen item.
Moreover, all data types should be “Number” and
“Add to DB” should be enabled (check ON).

Reset the aggregate value of BAM numeric items

The procedure to reset the aggregate value of advanced settings of BAm settings is as follows.

1. Right click the task for which BAM detail setting are done.
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2. Select “BAM detail setting”.

3. Click  in the line of total value which is to be reset.
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4. Total value and Start date for count has been reset.

Difference between Copy, Share, Recycle form, and Item Copy

There are 4 types of copy functions in IM-BIS.
Their respective features are as follows.

 Copy Share Recycle form Item Copy

Operation Right click ‘Edit flow’
and click “Screen” ->
“Copy”

Right click ‘Edit flow’
and click “Screen” ->
“Share”

Click “Recycle form” in
form/designer

Click “Item Copy” in
form/designer

Scope of copy Within the same flow Within the same flow Different flows, Forma
application, same flow

Within the same flow

Copy unit Form Form Form Screen items

Copy target Form definition Form setting information
of node

Form definition Item

Change after
copying

Reflect only in Form
wherein copy
destination is changed

Reflect the changes of
both copy source and
copy destination

Reflect only in Form
wherein the copy
destination is changed

Reflect only in the items
of copy destination

Design document management

Files like Settings document or Settings procedure document can be attached to the BIS flow or node by using
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Design document management function.

Contents

Definition of Design document management function
Attach a file to the flow
Attach file to a specific task
Download a file attached to a flow or task

Definition of Design document management function

It is possible to attach the files related to flow definition such as documents of the corresponding internal(in-
house) rules to the node or flow created in IM-BIS.
The file added by this function can be uploaded or downloaded from the ‘Edit flow’ screen.

Note

Use the ‘Attach file’ function of the processing screen or ‘File upload’ of screen items
to upload/download a file during flow execution.

Relation of BIS definition operations and design document management function

Operations of BIS definition and operations of file attached in Design document management are as follows.

Operation description File processing

Version registration of BIS definition Copy the file attached to copy source
version.

Registering another name for BIS
definition

File attached to BIS definition of copy
source is not copied.

Import/Export The attached file is also included in
transition target in BIS definition of
import/export.

Deletion of BIS definition File attached to BIS definition is not
deleted.
Real file under STORAGE remains.

Version deletion File attached to BIS definition is not
deleted.
Real file under STORAGE remains.

Storage location of Design document management file

File attached by Design document management is managed in the following directory.

When attached to flow (start node)

<PUBLIC_STORAGE>\bis\<BIS ID>\<BIS version ID>\attachments\<file name (with extension)>\<file version number>

When attached to task (node other than start node)

<PUBLIC_STORAGE>\bis\<BIS ID>\<BIS version ID>\<node ID>\attachments\<file name (with extension)>\<file version number>

Attach a file to the flow

Attach a file to the flow by the following procedure.

1. ” IM-BIS - Edit flow” of the flow to which the file is to be attached is displayed.
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2. Right click start node in ” IM-BIS - Edit flow”.

3. Click “Attach files”.
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4. Check whether “Definition” is ON in “Attached file list” and click “Add files...”.

5. When the file to be added is selected, it is displayed in the list.
The file could be attached to the flow.
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Attach file to a specific task

Attach a file to a specific task by the following procedure.

1. ” IM-BIS - Edit flow” of the flow to which the file is to be attached is displayed.

2. In ” IM-BIS - Edit flow”, right-click the task to which the file is to be attached.

3. Click “Attach files”.
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4. Click “Add files...”.

5. When the file to be added is selected, it is displayed in the list.
The file could be attached to the task.
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Download a file attached to a flow or task

Download a file attached to a flow

Download a file attached to a flow by the following procedure.

1. ” IM-BIS - Edit flow” of flow to which the file is attached is displayed.

2. Right click start node in ” IM-BIS - Edit flow”.

3. Click “Attach files”.
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4. Click the file name of the file which is to be downloaded.

5. The file attached to the flow could be downloaded in local.

Download the file attached to task

Download the file attached to task in the following procedure.

1. ” IM-BIS - Edit flow” of flow to which the file is attached is displayed.
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2. Right click start node in ” IM-BIS - Edit flow”.

3. Click “Attach files”.
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4. Click “Node” in “Attached file list”.

5. Click the file name of the file which is to be downloaded since the list of the files attached to the node is
displayed.
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6. The file attached to the node could be downloaded in local.

Note

The file attached to a node can also be downloaded by displaying the list of attached files from the context
menu of the node if the attached node is known.

Handson (BAM, history settings)

The flow of settings for data acquisition of History/BAM in the workflow that uses IM-BIS can be understood when the handson
scenario introduced below is executed.

Advance preparation

The following conditions should be met to execute the handson scenario.

Sample data should be imported.
Role of BIS in-charge should be assigned to “Ueda Tatsuo”.
Role of BIS business administrator should be assigned to the person who executes handson scenario.
Workflow should be created in handson 1.

Execute handson scenario

In this scenario, BIS business administrator executes successive operations for History and BAM settings while executing the
workflow created in IM-BIS.

Set BAM and history in IM-BIS

BAM and history can be set in IM-BIS.
The procedure for the settings is described below.

Contents

Set BAM to ON (Perform data collection)
Set alert notification in BAM by aggregating the screen items and comparing the aggregate value and threshold value
Set history

Set BAM to ON (Perform data collection)

Set BAM settings of the flow in entry for data collection by BAM in the flow created in IM-BIS.
If set to ON, data of processing time and wait time of target flow is collected by BAM.

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “IM-BIS Creation” -> “IM-BIS”.

2. Click “List”. “IM-BIS - List” screen is displayed.
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3. Click ‘Edit’ icon of the flow created by Handson 1 procedure.

4. Click “BAM setting mode” on the ” IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen.
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5. Click apply node.

6. The color of the frame of apply node icon changes to light blue and BAM setting changed to entry.
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7. BAM could be set by the above procedure.

Set alert notification in BAM by aggregating the screen items and comparing the aggregate value and threshold value

In BAM advanced settings, it is possible to aggregate the specific items of the screen, set threshold value for the aggregate
value and set a notification method when the threshold value is exceeded.
Set it in such a way that IMBox is notified when one million Yen is exceeded considering the numeric items (final amount) of
the screen as the collection target of BAM.

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “IM-BIS Creation” -> “IM-BIS”.

2. Click “List”. ” IM-BIS - List” screen is displayed.

3. Click ‘Edit’ icon of the flow created by Handson 1 procedure.
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4. Click “BAM setting mode” on the ” IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen.

5. Double click apply node. (Or click “History/BAM management” - “BAM detail setting” in the context menu.)
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6. “BAM detail setting” screen is displayed by popup.

7. Click “Add”.
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8. In the “BAM field selection” screen, set the “Final amount” checkbox to ON as the collection target.

9. Click “OK” to save the selection result of the item.

10. The item selected on “BAM detail setting” screen is added.
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11. To set threshold value of collection value of “Final amount” and notification method click notification setting 
.

12. Select “IMBox” in the select box of “Notification condition” - “Notification method” on the “BAM notification
condition setting” screen.

13. Click “Add” of “Range for counting” - “User”.
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14. Select “ueda tatsuo” as the user in the “user search” screen and click “Select”.

15. Click “Select” on the “BAM notification condition setting” screen.

16. Click “Save” on the “BAM detail setting” screen.
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17. Close “BAM detail setting” screen by “x” at top right after saving.

18. Aggregation of items, threshold value and alert notification can be set in BAM by the above procedure.

Note

Refer “IM-BIS for Accel Platform User Guide” for the procedure to check the collected data of BAM.

Set history

Set history settings of the flow to entry to collect history in the flow created in IM-BIS.
If it is set at the entry, input content of screen at set task (Node) will be saved.

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Business Manager” -> “IM-BIS Creation” -> “IM-BIS”.

2. Click “List”. “IM-BIS - List” screen is displayed.
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3. Click ‘Edit’ icon of the flow created by Handson 1 procedure.

4. Click “History setting mode” on the ” IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen.
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5. Click approve node.

6. The color of the approve node icon frame cahnges to orange and history setting changed to entry.
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7. History could be set by the above procedure.

Note

Refer ” IM-BIS for Accel Platform User Guide” for the procedure to check history.

　　　　　　Operation time: Approximately 10 minutes

Description of functions of IM-BIS

BIS List

The BIS business administrator can use “IM-BIS list” to manage all the BIS definitions having edit authorization.

Contents

Function and description of each part of “IM-BIS- List” screen

Function and description of each part of “IM-BIS- List” screen

The contents of “IM-BIS - List” screen are as follows.
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1. The definition used recently

Displays the “IM-BIS - List of change log”.

2. New

Transits to ‘IM-BIS - New’ screen of BIS definition.

3. Refresh

Refreshes the displayed contents to the current status.

4. BPM (Checkbox)

If check is ON, BPM is set to search target.

5. WF (Checkbox)

If check is ON, Workflow is set to search target.

6. Search conditions

Select the search condition from any of “BIS name”, “Description” or “BIS ID” by the select box.

7. Input field

Enter the keyword to be searched.

8. Search button

Executes the search when this button is clicked.

9. Delete the selected definition

Deletes the BIS definition that are selected (checkbox is ON) in the list.

10. Select (Checkbox)

The definition of target row is selected if check is ON.
All the definitions displayed in the list are selected if the checkbox of item column is ON.

11. Edit

Transits to the edit screen of the registered BIS definition when  is clicked.

12. BIS creation type

Displays the BIS creation type of the target definition.

13. BIS name

Displays the BIS name of the target definition.

14. Description

Displays the descriptive text of the target BIS definition.

15. BIS ID
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Displays the BIS ID of the target definition.

Note

In “IM-BIS- list”, sorting can be done in ascending/descending order when the
following items are clicked.

BIS creation type
BIS name
Description
BIS ID

Update history

BIS business administrator can use “IM-BIS - Change log” to manage the BIS definitions.
In “IM-BIS - Update history”, 30 BIS definitions which meet the following conditions are displayed.

When registration is done on the ‘IM-BIS -New’ screen
When “Reflect the definition” button is clicked on the “IM-BIS -Edit flow” screen

Contents

Function and description of each part of ” IM-BIS - Update history” screen

Function and description of each part of ” IM-BIS - Update history” screen

The contents of “IM-BIS - Update history” screen are as follows.

1. List

Transits to the search screen of BIS definition which is already registered.

2. New

Transits to the ‘IM-BIS - New’ screen of BIS definition.

3. Refresh

Refreshes the displayed contents to the current status.

4. Edit

Transits to the edit screen of the registered BIS definition when  is clicked.

5. BIS creation type

Displays the type of the target definition.
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6. BIS name

Displays the target BIS name.

7. Description

Displays the descriptive text of the target BIS definition.

8. Edit date

Displays the date on which the target definition is updated.

Note

The differences in ” IM-BIS- Update history” and “IM-BIS- List” are as follows.

” IM-BIS - Update history” displays the list of BIS definitions for
which “Update” (execution of “Reflect the definition”) is carried out
more than once within a fixed period by the login user.

” IM-BIS - List” displays all the registered BIS definitions.

New registration screen of BIS definition

The basic information of BIS (Business Integration Suite) contains information such as BIS name, history
management (version) information for a certain period and the target display language settings.
The contents registered as basic information are reflected not only in a flow but also in contents route attached to
the flow.
Control of the executable period of a flow and changing the display according to the locale are carried out based
on the setting contents of the related function.

Contents

Function and description of each part of “IM-BIS - New” screen

Function and description of each part of “IM-BIS - New” screen

The contents of “IM-BIS - New” screen are as follows.
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1. BIS creation type

Select the definition classification of the BIS to be created from either BPM or workflow.
There is no difference in the setting items that can be registered as basic information of BIS when
either BPM or workflow is selected.

2. Route creation method

Select either to create a new “Route definition” to be used in BIS or to create by copying the
existing route definition.

Defined route name

It is displayed when “Create copy of pre-defined route” is selected in “Route creation
method”.
The route of a created flow can be searched in route definition. When BIS creation type is
BPM, it can be selected from the route of BPM created in IM-BIS.
When BIS creation type is Workflow, it can be selected from the route of workflow created in
IM-BIS and IM-Workflow.

3. BIS name

Enter a name for BIS definition.

4. Description

Enter the information about BIS definition such as the objective and specification etc. that
describes the definition.

Other locale

Regarding BIS name and Description, click when the text displayed in a locale other than
user locale is to be changed and enter the necessary information.
The input (Change) of other locale is not always required.
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5. Detail information

Click ‘Detailed information’ when the definition is to be managed in more detail and enter the
information to be displayed.
The input (Change) of detailed information is not always required.

6. BIS ID

Enter an ID to identify BIS definition.
The initial value shows the unique value automatically set by the system.

7. Effective date (Start)

Enter the usage start date for the flow created in BIS.
The current date is displayed as the initial value.

8. Effective date (End)

Enter the usage end date for the flow created in BIS.
An initial value will be the system end date (Default 31/12/2999) of version set in IM-Workflow.
It is registered with the same value even when the input is ommitted.

9. Version effective/disabled

Select ‘Enable/Disable’ for the relevant version of BIS.
The flow of the relevant version cannot be executed if ‘Disable’ is selected.

10. Description (version)

Enter the information about the related version of BIS such as the objective, specification or
changes etc. which describes the definition.

Other locale

Click when the version description is to be used in other locale and enter the information to
be displayed.
The input (Change) of other locale is not always required.

Route definition

Contents

Function and description of each part of route definition screen of IM-BIS (BPM)
Function and description of each part of route definition screen of IM-BIS (workflow)

Function and description of each part of route definition screen of IM-BIS (BPM)

The contents of “Route definition - Version - Create new” screen are as follows. (When BIS creation type is
“BPM”)

1. BIS name
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Displays the BIS name set in basic information of BIS.

2. Node list

It is a type of node which can be used in route definition. It can be placed on the ‘Edit route’
screen by drag and drop.
There is a limitation on the available node types than when workflow is selected in IM-Workflow or
BIS creation type.

Refer ” IM-BIS route ” for the details.

3. ‘Edit Route’ screen

It is the work area to create a route.
Sets the flow of process by connecting between the arranged node icons by mouse operation.
Each Start, End and Application node should be placed from the beginning.

4. Node property screen

Sets the property of each node.
The setting screen is displayed when node is clicked.
Sets the node ID, node name, process target user or the display position on the grid.
Node name is used to display the information such as flow image or flow history etc.

Function and description of each part of route definition screen of IM-BIS (workflow)

The contents of “Route definition - Version - Create new” screen are as follows. (When BIS creation type is
“Workflow”)

1. BIS name

Displays the BIS name set in basic information of BIS.

2. Node list

It is a type of node which can be used in route definition.
The same type of node can be used with IM-Workflow.

Refer ” IM-BIS route ” for details.

3. ‘Edit route’ screen

It is the work area to create a route.
Sets the flow of process by connecting between the arranged node icons by mouse operation.
Each Start, End and Application node should be placed from the beginning.

4. Node property screen

Sets the property of each node.
The setting screen is displayed when node is clicked.
Sets the node ID, node name, process target user or the display position on the grid.
Node name is used to display information such as flow image or flow history etc.
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Edit Flow

The screen, subflow, BAM, history etc. of the created flow can be set on the ” IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen.

Contents

Function and description of each part of ‘Edit flow’ screen of IM-BIS

Function and description of each part of ‘Edit flow’ screen of IM-BIS

The contents of ” IM-BIS - Edit flow” screen are as follows.

1. Back

Transits to ” IM-BIS - Update history” or ” IM-BIS - List”

2. Reflect the definition

Performs the system settings required for flow definition.
It should be executed at the end of the ‘edit flow’ operation.

3. Alias registration

Transits to ” IM-BIS - Register alias name”.
In the alias name registration, copy the flow definition being edited and register it as a separate
BIS definition.
The version of flow to be copied should only be the version which is currently being edited.

4. New

Stops the editing of flow definition and transits to ” IM-BIS - Create new”.

5. Edit route

Transits to “Route version - Edit”.

6. Version list

Transits to “IM-BIS - Version list” for version management.

7. Refresh

Updates the displayed contents to the current status.

8. BIS name

Displays the BIS name set in basic information of BIS.
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Edit field of BIS name and description is displayed when  on the right side is clicked. The
changed contents are saved when “Update” is clicked after editing.

9. Validity period

Displays the valid date (start) - valid date (end) set in the basic information registration screen of
BIS.

10. Mode switching button

The following operations can be performed when the button is enabled (Green).

Mode Operation Description

Flow
edit
mode

Click Apply/Start
process,
Approval/Process
node

Display the process target user on the
right side.

Double click
Apply/Start process,
Approval/ Process
node

Displays the edit form screen (Form
designer) for target node.

History
setting
mode

Click Apply/Start
processing and
Approval/ Process
node

Switches to ON/OFF of history settings.
When the border of the icon is orange
or dark gray, history setting is set to
ON.

Double click start
node

Sets history settings of all the nodes of
the flow being edited, to ON.

Double click end
node

Sets history settings of all the nodes of
the flow being edited, to OFF.

BAM
setting
mode

Click Apply/Start
process, Approval/
Process node

Switches to ON/OFF of BAM settings.
When the border of the icon is light blue
or dark gray, BAM setting is set to ON.

Double click
Apply/Start process,
Approval/ Process
node

Displays the BAM advanced settings
screen.

Double click start
node

Sets BAM settings of all the nodes of
the flow being edited, to ON.

Double click end
node

Sets BAM settings of all the nodes of
the flow being edited, to OFF.

1. ‘Edit flow’ screen

Displays the flow diagram on the basis of the set definition set on the grid.

2. Setting list

Displays the contents set in each node.

Icons of the ‘Edit flow’ screen

Refer the following link for the icons of the ‘Edit flow’ screen.

Significance of the icons of ‘Edit flow’ screen

Form designer

The screen (form) can be created using edit function (Form designer of IM-FormaDesigner) of the screen defined
in IM-BIS.

Contents

Function and description of each part of Form designer screen of IM-BIS

Function and description of each part of Form designer screen of IM-BIS

The contents of “Form designer” screen are as follows.
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1. Update

Saves the setting contents of form designer screen.

2. Upload image

Displays the screen to upload the image file that can be set by image seletion of screen item
“Image”.

3. Labels

Displays the label item list for the items arranged in the form.
The items for which labels are set are displayed in a list.

4. Fields

Displays the input item list for the items arranged in the form.
Only the items having input fields are displayed in a list. The items not having input fields such as
display item etc. are not displayed.

5. Grid

Displays the grid in form preview area.

6. Border

Displays the border of the arranged items.
The border color for the selected items is displayed as red and other items are displayed as black.

7. Recycle form

It is possible to copy the form of application created in other flow of IM-BIS and IM-
FormaDesigner.
Refer Recycle form for details.

Note that the unsaved edit contents of the displayed form will be deleted when the form is loaded.

8. Template

Form of same application type registered as “Template” can be copied to the form being edited.
Unlike the case of Reuse, since layout of the form included in the template copied as a part of the
form is added, the contents of form being edited are retained.

9. Header and Footer

Displays the screen to set header and footer in the form.

10. SOA linkage

Displays the screen to execute external linkage process at the time of event generation of the
arranged items.
Refer Event setting (default display event) screen functions and description of each part for
details.

11. Toolkit

Displays the toolkit which defines “Screen item” to create the screen (Form).
There are various types in screen items such as input/select item such as character string or
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select box, button, heading etc.
Drag and drop each item from here and arrange it on the form.
Hide the toolkit by double clicking or clicking the toolkit icon.
Open or close by clicking item classification.
The name of the item is displayed by moving the cursor on each item.

12. Item Copy

Displays the screen items that are arranged on the screen which is set in another node of
identical BIS definition in a list format.
In case of exchanging values with the screen items used on other screens, use it by arranging on
the form from ‘Item Copy’.
Refer Use Item Copy for details.

13. Locale

The locale displayed on the form preview screen can be changed.

14. Form preview area

It is a preview of the form being created.
The location and appearance of the arranged items is displayed same as while actually using the
form.

15. Configured items

These are the items arranged in the form.

16. Property (Icon)

Displays the properties setting screen for the arranged items.
Properties screen can be displayed by double clicking the placed items.

17. Delete (Icon)

Deletes the arranged item.

Subflow setting

The target flow can be selected from “IM-BIS - Subflow setting” at the time of setting a subflow in the flow created
in IM-BIS.

Contents

Function and description of each part of IM-BIS －－ Subflow setting screen

Function and description of each part of IM-BIS －－ Subflow setting screen

The contents of “IM-BIS - Sub flow setting” screen are as follows.

1. Flow name
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Displays the flow name of the set subflow, when subflow is set in the target task.

2. Description

Displays the description of the set subflow when subflow is set in the target task.

3. Flow type

Select either “Work flow” or “BPM” as a search condition of subflow.

4. Search condition

Select the item in the subflow for which the input value on the right is to be applied as a search
condition.
“Flow ID”, “Flow name” or “Description” can be selected.

5. Input field

Enter the condition value for the items selected in selection condition.

6. Search button

Execute the search.
Execute ‘Search all’if the condition item is not selected or entered.

7. Select

Sets the clicked flow in the subflow.

Registration rule definition

It is possible to set rule definition in BIS flow and execute branch processing based on the set conditions.

Contents

Function and description of each part of IM-BIS - Registration rule definition screen

Function and description of each part of IM-BIS - Registration rule definition screen

It is possible to set 10 conditions in rule definition. Save the setting contents of rule definition by clicking
“Register” button at the bottom.
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1. Rule name

Enter the name of branch condition.

2. Settings for multiple conditions

Select either “True if all condition are satisfied” (AND condition), or “True if any condition are
satisfied” (OR condition) as the determination method when multiple branch conditions are
specified.

3. Key

Sets the value which is the standard for comparison in the target task or screen item.
When screen field is numeric, the value is handled as a numeric value at the time of comparison.
The value is handled as character string for other screen fields. (For instance: Date is also
handled as character string.)
The fields having display type as “Input” or “Reference” on the screen set in task can be selected.

4. Compare

Select compare of comparison source and comparison destination.

5. Conditional value

Set the value which is the standarad for comparison in the fixed value, target task or screen item.
When screen field is numeric, the value is handled as a numeric value at the time of comparison.
The value is handled as character string for other screen fields. (For instance: Date is also
handled as character string.)
The fields having display type as “Input” or “Browse” on the screen set in task can be selected.
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6. Clear

Deletes the registered conditions.

Select version

It is possible to check the version of the created BIS definition or register a new version on the “IM-BIS - Select
version” screen.

Contents

Function and description of each part of IM-BIS - version list screen

Function and description of each part of IM-BIS - version list screen

The contents of ” IM-BIS - Select version” screen are as follows.

1. Back

Transition takes place to ” IM-BIS - Edit flow”.
If the version in edit is deleted, it is necessary to select the version to be edited and not “Back”.

2. Version registration

Transition takes place to the ” IM-BIS - Register version” screen.
Registers a new version in BIS definition being edited.

3. Refresh

Reloads ” IM-BIS - Version list”.

4. BIS name

Displays the BIS name set in basic information of IM-BIS.

5. Validity period

Displays valid date (Start) to valid date (End) set in the basic information registration screen of IM-BIS.

6. Version list

Transition takes place to the ‘Edit flow definition’ screen of the version of the selected row.

Select

It will move to flow definition edit screen of version of the clicked row.

Edit

Transition takes place to ” IM-BIS - Update version” to edit the registered version.
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Click to chnage the Start date/End date of the version.

Version start date

Displays the start date of the target version.

Version end date

Displays the end date of the target version.

Description

Displays the descriptive text of the target version.

Enabled

Displays  for the enabled version.

Displays  for the disabled version.

Delete

Deletes the version of the clicked row.
Deletion is not possible if there is only one version.

External linkage

External linkage can be set to the flow using external linkage list or data mapper (DM).

Contents

Function and description of each part of external linkage list (Pre-processing/Post-processing) screen
Event setting (default display event) screen functions and description of each part
Functions of event settings (item event) screen and description of each part
Functions of event settings (table event) screen and description of each part
Functions of external linkage settings screen (item event) and description of each part
Functions of external linkage settings screen (table event) and description of each part
Function and description of each part of data mapper screen

Function and description of each part of external linkage list (Pre-processing/Post-processing) screen

Right click the node set by the screen (form) on the ‘Edit flow’ screen. It is a screen that can be displayed by
clicking “External linkage” -> “External linkage list” in the context menu.
The contents of “External linkage list” (Pre-processing/Post-processing) screen are as follows.

1. Event selection

Select the execution timing for the previuos process and next process etc. of the task (Node)
wherein external linkage process is selected.

2. Data source name

Displays the set Web service name.
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3. Description

Enter description of settings of external linkage process and mapping.

4. Error during processing

Sets how to execute the process when 2 or more external linkages are registered and there is an
error in the external linkage process executed previously.

Continue the process -> Executes the process regardless of the result of
previous external linkage process.
Stop the process -> Stops the process if an error occurrs in the result of
previous external linkage process.

5. DM

Transits to the “Data mapper” screen.

6. Delete

Deletes the registered external linkage settings when this icon is clicked.

Event setting (default display event) screen functions and description of each part

Settings screen for external linkage during default display of form (screen).
Display by clicking “External linkage setting” in form designer.

1. Event type

In case of default display event settings, it is fixed and displayed as “load”.

2. Datasource name

Displays the set Web service name.

3. Description

Enter the description of external linkage process and mapping settings.

4. Error during processing

Set the method of processing when more than 2 external linkages are registered and there is
error in external linkage process to be executed just before.

Continue process -> Execute the process irrespective of the result of earlier
external linkage process.
Stop process -> Stop the process in case of error in the result of earlier external
linkage process.

5. DM

Move to “Data mapper” screen.

6. Delete
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Registered external linkage settings are deleted on clicking the icon.

Functions of event settings (item event) screen and description of each part

Settings screen for external linkage when event (action) of form (screen) item occurs.
Display by clicking “External linkage setting” in form designer.

1. Item

Display label of screen item at the time of external linkage process and field identification ID.

2. Event type

The following event types can be selected. There are items which cannot be used depending on
the type of item.

Event
type Description
Click Executes the process when an item is clicked.
Input Execute the process when value is entered in item and focus is

shifted.
Focus In Executes the process when the user clicks the item by the mouse or it

is focussed by the [TAB] or [Enter] key.
Focus Out Executes the process when the user clicks other item by mouse or it

is not focussed by the [TAB] or [Enter] key.
Icon click Execute process when  of Select from list is clicked.

Screen items and event types which can be selected

Screen items Event types which can be selected
Character string
Multiple character
strings
Function
Select from list
(product_72_itemSelect)
Select user
Select organization
Select organization/post
Date
Term

Input
Click
Focus in
Focus out

Number Focus in
Focus out
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Check box
Radio button
List box
Select box
Select affiliation

Input

Select from list
(product_80_itemSelect)

Icon click
Input
Click
Focus in
Focus out

Term Start date Input
Start date Click
Start date Focus in
Start date Focus out
End date Input
End date Click
End date Focus in
End date Focus out

Screen items Event types which can be selected

3. Description

Enter the description of contents set in item and selected event type.

4. Set

Transits to external linkage settings tab.

5. Delete

Deletes the registered event setting when this icon is clicked.

Functions of event settings (table event) screen and description of each part

Settings screen for external linkage when event (action) occurs in column of form (screen) table item.
Click “External linkage setting” in form designer.

1. Table

Display screen item “Detail table” or “Grid table” label and table ID.

2. Column

Display the column names of screen items in table format and field identification ID at the time of
external linkage process.

3. Event type
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Following can be selected in event type. They may not be used as per the item types.

Event
type Description
Click Execute the process when item is clicked.
Input Enter value in item and execute process when focus is shifted.
Focus in Execute process when item is clicked by mouse and user matches

the focus by pressing [TAB] key or [Enter] key.
Focus out Execute process when other item is clicked by mouse and user

removes the focus by pressing [TAB] key or [Enter] key.
Icon click Execute process when  of Select from list is clicked.

4. Description

Enter the description of contents set in item and selected event type.

5. Set

Move to external linkage settings tab.

6. Delete

Delete the registered event settings on clicking icon.

Functions of external linkage settings screen (item event) and description of each part

Screen for setting external linkage to be executed by item event selected in Event setting screen.
The contents of “External linkage setting” screen are as follows.

1. Item

Display target screen item label and field identification ID of external linkage process.

2. Event type

Displays the event type of screen item which the timing for external linkage process.

3. Data source name

Display the name of set datasource definition.

4. Description

Enter the description of contents set as datasource definition.

5. Error during processing

Sets whether the process should be continued (execute the next process) or stopped when error
occurs in the external linkage process executed previously when 2 or more external linkages are
registered.

6. DM

Transits to the external linkage settings (Data mapper) screen when the icon is clicked.
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7. Delete

Deletes the registered external linkage settings when the icon is clicked.

Functions of external linkage settings screen (table event) and description of each part

Screen for setting external linkage executed in item event selected in event setting screen.
The contents of “External linkage setting” screen are as follows.

1. Item

Display the column name of target screen item in table format of external linkage process and
field identification ID.

2. Event type

Display the event type of screen item at the time of external linkage process.
Following types can be selected in event type. It may not be used as per the item types.

Event
type Description
Click Execute the process when item is clicked.
Input Enter value in Item and execute process when focus is removed.
Focus in Execute process when item is clicked by mouse and user matches

the focus by pressing [TAB] key or [Enter] key.
Focus out Execute process when other item is clicked by mouse and user

removes the focus by pressing [TAB] key or [Enter] key.
Icon click Execute process when  of Select from list is clicked.

3. Datasource name

Display the name of set datasource definition.

4. Description

Enter the description of contents set as datasource definition.

5. Error during processing

Sets whether the process should be continued (execute the next process) or stopped when error
occurs in the external linkage process executed previosuly when 2 or more external linkages are
registered.

6. DM

Transits to external linkage settings (Data mapper) screen when the icon is clicked.

7. Delete

Deletes the registered external linkage settings when the icon is clicked.

Function and description of each part of data mapper screen

When performing external linkage, datasource definition items and form (screen) items can be mapped by using
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data mapper.
The contents of “Data mapper” screen are as follows.

1. Form field area
2. Work area
3. Mapping area
4. External linkage field area

Description of each area of data mapper screen

Area Description of each part of area

Form field area

1. Form name

Displays the Form name.

2. Form field list

Displays the Form fields in tree format.
When the item to be mapped is clicked, it is added to “Select
form field” of work area.

The items for which display type is
‘Reference’ and the items specified as
“exclude-itemselect” in forma-config.xml
are not reflected in the response.
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Work area

1. Select form field

Displays the Form fields selected from the form field list.

2. Select external linkage field

Displays the external linkage field selected from the external
linkage field list.

3. Operation

Displays the operators that can be used in the formula area.
When the target operator is clicked, the operator is added at
the end of formula area.

4. Formula area

It is the area to create a formula.

Mapping area

Displays the mapped form fields and external linkage fields.

External linkage field area

1. External linkage name

The name of external linkage name is displayed.

When  icon on the right is clicked, selection screen of the
target external linkage (Data source) is displayed.

2. External linkage field list

Displays the input field of external linkage in
the external linkage field list of request tab in
tree format.

Displays the output field of external linkage in
the external linkage field list of response tab in
tree format.

Area Description of each part of area

BAM setting screen

It is possible to set alert notification based on the comparison between the aggregate value and threshold value of
specific items if BAM is set in a flow.

Contents

Function and description of each part of “BAM advanced settings” screen
Function and description of each part of “BAM field selection” screen
Function and description of each part of “BAM notification condition setting” screen
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Function and description of each part of “BAM advanced settings” screen

The contents of “BAM advanced settings” screen are as follows.

1. BIS creation type

Displays the BIS creation type of the target flow.

2. BIS name

Displays the BIS name of the target flow.

3. BIS ID

Displays BIS ID of target flow.

4. Node name

Displays the target nod name.

5. Node ID

Displays the target node ID.

6. Add

Opens “BAM field selection screen” for adding definitions.

7. Definition name

Enter the definition name.

8. Field identifier ID

Displays the field identifier ID to be set.

9. Start date for count

Displays the date on which accumulation is started.
The date and time at which the definition is created or the recently reset date is displayed.

10. Total value

Displays the aggregate value (Accumulated value) to be set.

11. Conditional expression

Displays the symbol of the conditional expression set in notification setting.

12. Threshold

Displays the threshold set in notification setting.

13. Notification method

Displays the notification method set in notification setting.

14. Reset
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Resets the aggregated value.

15. Notification setting

Opens the “BAM notification condition setting” screen when  is clicked.

16. Delete

Deletes the target settings.

17. Save

Saves the set contents.

18. Cancel

Cancels the set contents and closes the “BAM advanced settings” screen

Function and description of each part of “BAM field selection” screen

The contents of “BAM field selection” screen are as follows.

1. Form name

Displays the form name.

2. Item name

Displays the item name.

3. Type

Displays the type of an item.

4. Label name

Displays the label name of an item.

5. Field identifier ID

Displays the Field ID of an item.

6. Field identifier name

Displays the Field ID name of an item.

7. Definition name

Enter the definition name.

8. OK

Closes the screen and reflects the setting contents in the “BAM advanced settings” screen.

9. Cancel

Cancels the set contents and closes the screen.

Function and description of each part of “BAM notification condition setting” screen

The contents of “BAM notification condition setting” screen are as follows.
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1. Definition name

Displays the target definition name.

2. Field identifier ID

Displays the target Field ID.

3. Notification method

Select the notification method.

4. Judgement condition

Creates the judgement condition in the aggregate value and threshold value.
Creates the condition using numeric value and equality/inequality sign.

5. Organization

Sets aggregate target organizations.
Target can be selected by clicking “Add”.
The settings are deleted if “Delete” of each row is clicked.

6. User

Sets aggregate target users.
Target can be selected by clicking “Add”.
The settings are deleted if “Delete” of each row is clicked.

7. Select

Closes the screen and reflects the set contents in the “BAM advanced settings” screen.

8. Cancel

Cancels the set contents and closes the screen.

Appendix

Each function of IM-BIS and other related functions

Difference between “Copy of screen settings” and “Recycle form”

“Copy of screen settings” function of IM-BIS and “Recycle form” of IM-FormaDesigner

Item Share Recycle form

Function outline IM-BIS unique function. Copy the
contents of one screen setting to
multiple tasks.

IM-FormaDesigner function. It is
possible to copy the created screen
(Application) on a different application
and edit it.
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Relation between copy source and copy
destination screen

Copy source and copy destination
screens (Definition) are the same. In
case changes are made in copy
destination, they get reflected in copy
source.

Copy source and copy destination
screens (Definition) are not same. In
case changes are made in copy
destination, they do not get reflected in
copy source.

Copy possible range Only the tasks defined as flow of same
BIS is the target. Copy to flow of
different BIS is not possible.

Since another new screen is created, it
is possible to reuse (copy) even when
BIS definition is different and even while
using the screen created as application
of IM-FormaDesigner.

Item Share Recycle form

Flow of IM-BIS

The specific process set in branch or task set in “Route definition” is referred to as flow definition in IM-BIS.
IM-BIS executes BPM and workflow based on the contents defined in “Flow definition”

Contents

Settings that can be performed in the ‘Edit flow’ screen
Significance of the icons of ‘Edit flow’ screen
Comparison table for ‘Edit route’ screen icons and ‘Edit flow’ screen icons
Other settings

Settings that can be performed in the ‘Edit flow’ screen

The following operations can be executed in the “Edit flow” screen of IM-BIS.

Form registration
Branch setting
External linkage
History
BAM
Screen copy

Significance of the icons of ‘Edit flow’ screen

Each icon on the ‘Edit flow’ screen is as follows.

Name Icon Description

Apply/Start process
(Approval/Process)

Status when “Apply/Start process” screen or “Approve/Process” screen is set.

External linkage Status when external linkage is set with “Apply/Start process” screen or
“Approval/Process” screen.

Subflow Status when subflow is set in “Apply/Start process” node or “Approval/Process”
node.

Branch start/Branch end This node indicates start or end of branch process.

Confirm This node shows that ‘Confimed by’ which is specified previously, confirms the
application.

Dynamic approval This node shows that process target user specified by applicant or approver,
approves the application.

Arrange horizontally Shows that target node is a horizontally aligned node.

Start This node denotes the start of route.

End This node denotes the end of route.

Synchronous
start/synchronous end

This node indicates the start or end of synchronous process.

System This node shows that process of application is executed in a different program
outside IM-Workflow.

Template substitution This node shows that the contents of template substitution route specified in this
node are expanded in normal route while starting the application.
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Unsetup Status when no setting is done in “Apply/Start process” screen or
“Approval/Process” screen.

Vertical alignment It is a node which shows that the parallel dynamic approval nodes by the applicant
or approver are within the specified range.

Name Icon Description

Icon when BAM or history is set

The color of the frame of target icon changes when BAM or history is set in node.

Icon Description

The color of the frame of icon changes to light blue when BAM settings are valid.
Nodes in which BAM can be set are Apply/Start process (Approval/process)/External linkage/Subflow,
Dynamic approval, Horizontal alignment, Template substitution and Vertical alignment.

The color of the frame of icon changes to orange when history settings are valid.
Nodes in which BAM can be set are Apply/Start process (Approval/process)/External linkage.

The color of the frame of icon changes to grey when BAM setting/history settings are valid.

Comparison table for ‘Edit route’ screen icons and ‘Edit flow’ screen icons

The appearance of the icons displayed on the screen is changed if transition takes place between ‘Edit route’
screen and ‘Edit flow’ screen.
The corresponding icons are as per the following table.

Name Icon for ‘Edit route’ screen Icon for ‘Edit flow’ screen

Apply/Start Process (Approve/process)    

Branch start/Branch end  

Confirm

Dynamic approval

Horizontal alignment

Synchronous start/Synchronous end  

System

Template substitution

Vertical alignment

Other settings

Refer the page of each function in case of using the following functions which can be used in the ‘Edit flow’
screen.

Create IM-BIS screen (form)
Use the same screen on other nodes using ‘Copy’
Share the same screen on multiple nodes
Set branch condition in rule definition

IM-BIS route

In IM-BIS, define the process that joins task and branch etc. in “Route definition” by line.
Set process target user for each task and define “Who” can process “Which operation”.
Set process (Screen) in each task and branch condition for IM-BIS based on route definition and control task
execution authorization and branch conditions in the process execution.

Contents
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Types of node that can be used in BPM route
Types of node that can be used in workflow route
Setting method for each node

Types of node that can be used in BPM route

Icon Name Description

Approve/Process Node to perform business process by the user (process target user).
Process continues by executing the business process.

 Synchronous
start/Synchronous
end

This node shows start/end of synchronous process.
Both synchronous start and synchronous end can be used in combination.
When the process reaches the synchronous start node, the process is continued
concurrently on all the nodes set behind the synchronous end (pairing).

 Branch start/Branch
end

This node shows start/end of branch process.
Both branch start and branch end can be used in combination.
When the process reaches the branch start node, the process is continued on the
nodes that matches with the condition based on branch condition set in branch start
node during flow definition.

Comment It is used in case of displaying comment on route.
Comment itself does not affect the flow of the process.

Swimlane It is used to display border while classifying and arranging the nodes on the route.
Swimlane itself does not affect the flow of the process.

Types of node that can be used in workflow route

Icon Name Description

Process (Approve) This node shows that the specified process target user has set the status of the flow
such as Approval/Rejection/Return.

Dynamic approval This node shows that process target user specified during the process of the node
prior to this node has set the status of the flow such as Approval/Rejection/Return.
It is also possible to delete, restore the dynamic node during the process of the
previous node.

System This node shows the processing of conditions in a different program outside IM-
Workflow.
It is used while linking the Web service with external programs.

Confirm This node shows that the specified process target user checks the task.
When the processing of the connected node is complete, the specified check target
user can perform the check.

 Synchronous
start/Synchronous
end

This node shows the start/end of synchronous process.
Both synchronous start and synchronous end can be used in combination.
When the process reaches the synchronous start node, the process is continued
concurrently on all the nodes set behind the synchronous end (pairing).

 Branch start/Branch
end

This node shows start/end of branch processing.
Both branch start/branch end can be used in combination.
When the process reaches the branch start node, the process is continued on the
nodes that matches with the condition based on branch condition set in branch start
node during flow definition.

Arrange horizontally This node shows that the operator of the node prior to this node can create
consecutive dynamic approval nodes within the specified range.
The range of the number of nodes to be placed can be set in flow definition.
If the lower limit of the number of nodes of the range that can be set, is set to 0, node
cannot be placed (can be deleted).
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Arrange vertically This node shows that the operator of the node prior to this node can create concurrent
dynamic approval nodes within the specified range.
The range of the number of nodes to be placed can be set in flow definition.
If the lower limit of the number of nodes of range that can be set, is set to 0, node
cannot be placed (can be deleted).

Template
substitution

This node shows that the contents of template substitution route specified in this node
are expanded in the normal route at the start of the application.
After expanding, this node is displayed in the route definition definedby template
start/end icon.

Template start This node shows the start of template substitution route.

Template end This node shows the end of template substitution route.

Comment It is used in case displaying comment on the route.
Comment itself does not affect the flow of the process.

Swimlane It is used to display border while classifying and arranging nodes on the route.
Swimlane itself does not affect the flow of the process.

Icon Name Description

Setting method for each node

Place any icon on the route definition edit grid and perform individual settings after linking by dragging
between the icons.
When the settings of all the icons is performed, click “Update” and save.

Application/Approval

The settings screen is displayed on the right when the target icon is clicked.
Click “Search” of the process target user.
Select the type of target user.
Add the target user in the search screen matching with the selected type.

Synchronous start/Synchronous end

Place the synchronous target process icon between the synchronous start icon and end icon and link it.

Branch start/Branch end

Place the branch target process icon between branch start icon and end icon and link it.

Comment

After placing on the grid, draw aline by dragging from “ ” icon at top right to the target node.
The settings screen is displayed on the right when the target icon is clicked.
Enter the contents to be displayed as comment in the comment name.
The contents entered in comment on the grid are reflected when the locations other than settings screen are
clicked.

Swimlane

After placing on grid, adjust the size by dragging any of the four corners.
The settings screen is displayed on the right when “Swimlane” on the grid is clicked.
Enter the name to be set in “Swimlane name” of settings screen.
The contents entered in comment on the grid are reflected when the locations other than settings screen are
clicked.

Nodes that require special settings

In case of using the following nodes, detail settings are required by the IM-BIS system administrator.
Refer “IM-Workflow Administrator Guide” for the details.

Check
Dynamic approval
System
Horizontal alignment
Vertical alignment
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Mapping of fields provided in Java datasource definition and functions of IM-FormaDesigner

Differences in functions of IM-FormaDesigner and fields provided in Java datasource definition

In IM-FormaDesigner, describe function provided by IM-FormaDesigner when passing parameter in screen item linked
with datasource definition (like tenant DB query).

In IM-BIS, it is necessary to map with the datasource definition fields of corresponding Java for passing the parameter
when linking with datasource definition in the extended screen item.

The functions provided by IM-FormaDesigner and datasource definition fields of Java corresponding to those functions
are described here.

Fields provided in Java datasource definition and function list of IM-FormaDesigner

User functions (Datasource definition: User information acquisition function)

Field IM-FormaDesigner functions Function description

user user() Login user code acquisition

username username() Login user name acquisition

locale locale() Acquisition of locale ID of login user

encoding encoding() Acquisition of encoding information of login user

mail mail() Acquisition of mail address of login user

mblmail mblmail() Acquisition of mobile email address of login user

Date function (Datasource definition: Account date format acquisition function)

Field IM-FormaDesigner functions Description of functions

dateformat getAccountDateFormat() Date format acquisition (when referring)

dateTimeformat getAccountDateTimeFormat() Date format acquisition

inputformat getAccountInputDateformat() Get date format (when input)

Application information function (Datasource definition: Application information acquisition function)

Field IM-FormaDesigner functions Function description

applyDate applyDate() Application date (character string) acquisition

applyActFlag applyActFlag() Application acting flag acquisition

authCompanyCode applyAuthCompanyCode() Application authenticated company code acquisition

authCompanyName applyAuthCompanyName() Application authenticated company name acquisition

authOrgzCode applyAuthOrgzCode() Application authenticated organization code acquisition

authOrgzName applyAuthOrgzName() Application authenticated organization name acquisition

authOrgzSetCode applyAuthOrgzSetCode() Application authenticated organization set code acquisition

applyBaseDate applyBaseDate() Application base date (character string) acquisition

applyAuthUserCode applyAuthUserCode() Application authenticated user code acquisition

applyAuthUserName applyAuthUserName() Application authenticated user name acquisition

applyExecuteUserCode applyExecuteUserCode() Application executor user code acquisition

applyExecuteUserName applyExecuteUserName() Application executor name acquisition

Matter information function (Datasource definition: Matter information acquisition function)
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Fields IM-FormaDesigner functions Function description

matterName matterName() Matter name acquisition

matterNumber matterNumber() Matter number acquisition

matterEndStatusCode matterEndStatusCode() Matter end status acquisition

matterStatusCode matterStatusCode() Matter status acquisition

priorityLevel matterPriorityLevel() Matter priority level acquisition

matterStartDate matterStartDate() Matter start date (character string) acquisition

lastProcessDate matterLastProcessDate() Last processing date (character string) acquisition

matterCplDate matterCplDate() Matter end date (character string) acquisition

archiveMonth matterArchiveMonth() Archive month (character string) acquisition

flowName flowName() Flow name acquisition

flowId flowId() Flow ID acquisition

flowVersionId flowVersionId() Flow version ID acquisition
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